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Abstract 

The neurons of the cerebral cortex originate in the proliferative neuroepithelium and settle in the cortical plate during embryonic 
development. Interposed between these two sites is a large transitional field. We have earlier demonstrated experimentally 
in rats with 3H-thyrnidine autoradiography that this transitional field is a stratified structure composed of discrete layers of 
migrating and sojourning cells, and fiber bands. Here we show that the different layers of the stratified transitional field are 
identifiable without experimental procedures in the developing human cerebral cortex and that there are conspicuous regional 
differences in its stratification. At the peak of its development, the stratified transitional field contains three fibrous bands in 
an inside-out order: the commissural fibers of the corpus callosum, the thalamocortical and corticofugal projection fibers, and 
the expanding white matter. There are regional differences in the thickness of these fibrous layers as well as in the number and 
configuration of the perikaryal layers. This preview focuses on laminar differences of the transitional fields of the agranular 
frontal lobe and the granular parietal and occipital lobes. At the latter sites, but not in the frontal lobe, there is a distinctive 
multi-layered band, the honeycomb matrix, where radially oriented fiber columns are sandwiched between two perikaryal 
sublayers and are separated from one another by radially oriented cells. We postulate that the radial fiber columns of the 
honeycomb matrix are composed of topographically organized thalamocortical fibers and that the unspecified young neurons 
acquire their enduring topographic identity by making selective contacts with tagged fibers here before they resume their radial 
or tangential migration to the cortical plate. 

Introduction 

According to a widely accepted traditional scheme, the cause the ependymal cells surrounding the ventricles 
embryonic cerebral cortex consists of three principal are highly specialized cells rather than proliferative pre
compartments: (i) the cell-dense ependymal zone com cursors of neurons and glia. Because the elongated cells 
posed of proliferating precursors of neurons and glia; of the ventricular zone and the settling neurons of the 
(ii) the intermediate zone containing migrating cells cortical plate are aligned perpendicular to the cortical 
embedded in the fibrous matrix of the future white surface, it has also been widely held that the translo
matter; and (iii) the cell-dense cortical plate composed cation of neurons from the ventricular zone to the cor
of the settling and maturing neurons of the developing tical plate is due to a straightforward radial migration 
gray matter. Kershman (1938) added to these easily dis through the intermediate zone. 
cernible compartments two others: the subependymal However, the adoption of the term"ventricular zone" 
zone, which contains mitotic cells and hence must also by the Boulder Committee was unfortunate. The neu
be a proliferative matrix, and the subpial marginal zone ral stem cells that surround the ventricles after the 
composed mostly of fibers with some large neurons (the fusion of the neural tube and the brain vesicles are 
Cajal-Retzius cells). This classification was adopted by the progeny of the same stem cells that, at an ear
the Boulder Committee (1970) which, however, rightly lier stage of embryonic development, form the neural 
changed the word "ependymal" to "ventricular" be- plate and the neural groove. That is, the stem cells of 

We dedicate this paper with gratitude to the memory of Dr. Saniord Palay. As the editor of the Joumal of Comparative Neurology, Sandy has 
proven to us his critical judgment and sense of fair play when he published several of our papers that hostile reviewers sought to repress. 
Sandy evidently believed that the function of the peer review system is not censorship but the advancement of science. 
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the embryonic nervous system start their life history 
much before there is a ventricular system. This prolifer
ative matrix, appropriately called the neuroepithelium 
(Langman et al., 1966), continues to expand for some 
time after fusion, before any of the other compartments 
of the embryonic nervous system develop. Therefore, 
the neuroepithelium is not a"zone", a segment of some 
larger whole, but the exclusive constituent of the em
bryonic nervous system before the commencement of 
neurogenesis, neuronal migration, and the many other 
facets of brain development. Moreover, the hypothe
sis that cortical development is simply due to the ra
dial migration of neurons from the neuroepithelium 
to the cortical plate through an indistinct "intermedi
ate zone" is not supported by empirical evidence. The 
intermediate zone contains not only radially oriented 
cells but also obliquely and horizontally oriented ones 
and various fiber bands. Stensaas (1967), based on his 
observations in Golgi-impregnated sections of the rab
bit brain, subdivided the intermediate zone into two 
layers: the lower lamina containing an admixture of 
radially- and horizontally-oriented cells with similarly 
aligned fibers, and the upper lamina composed mostly, 
though not exclusively, of radially oriented cells (repro
duced in Bayer & Altman, 1991, p. 10). This stratifica
tion was confirmed and expanded by our observations 
in methacrylate-embedded Nissl-stained sections and 
with 3H-thymidine autoradiography in the rat cerebral 
cortex (Altman & Bayer, 1990; Bayer & Altman, 1991; 
Bayer et al., 1991). 

Our observations in rats with high-resolution histol
ogy showed that as cortical development proceeds, the 
initially undivided intermediate zone splits into two 
layers: a cell-dense lower layer containing mostly trans
versely oriented horizontal cells and a cell-sparse upper 
layer containing mostly vertically-oriented cells. (Sig
nificantly, we also showed that the horizontal orien
tation of the lower-layer cells is evident only in coro
nal sections; in sagittal sections, a horizontally oriented 
spindle-shaped cell appears to have a vertical orienta
tion, much like a transversely cut slice of a fish.) At 
a later stage of cortical development, the intermedi
ate zone splits into three cellular layers (lower, mid
dle, and upper), each with a different pattern of cell 
orientation and packing density, separated from one 
another by fiber bands. We assumed that the vertically 
oriented cells were migrating radially into the cortex 
but we could not resolve whether the horizontally ori
ented cells were sojourning neurons sprouting laterally 
growingneurites or cells migrating tangentially. The ex
perimental material (based on sequential 3H -thymidine 
autoradiography for the reconstruction of cell migra
tion) showed that discrete bands of heavily labeled cells 
form in the intermediate zone 1-2 days after injection 
of the radiochemical. The bands then disappear and 
the heavily labeled cells penetrate the cortical plate. We 
called these labeled bands sojourn zones. Based on the 
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emergence and dissolution of these bands, and the de
termined birth dates of neurons in different layers of 
the cortical gray matter, we postulated that the superior 
band contains sojourning neurons destined to settle in 
the infragranular (VI, V) layers, and the inferior band 
contains neurons destined to settle in the granular (IV) 
and supragranular (III, II) layers. We presented some 
evidence of differences in the intermediate zone band
ing configuration in the agranular anterior cortex and 
the granular posterior cortex (Altman & Bayer, 1991). 
The autoradiographic material also provided clear ev
idence of a tangential migration of neurons from dor
sal to lateral; we called this band the lateral migratory 
stream (Bayer & Altman, 1991). 

The proposition that the laminated intermediate zone 
is an important component of the developing cerebral 
cortex-some researchers call a portion of it, and some
times all of it, the subplate-has recently been the sub
ject of many investigations in both animals and man 
(e.g., Kostovic & Rakic, 1990; Kostovic et al., 2002; Smart 
et al., 2002). This paper is a preview of new observa
tions made regarding the stratification of this transi
tional field in the human cerebral cortex. The emphasis 
here is on the development and identity of the different 
layers of the intermediate field, and the pronounced 
differences in laminar configuration in different re
gions of the cerebral cortex. Specifically, we identify 
in the prospective sensory areas of the cortex a com
plex layer, the "honeycomb matrix," and hypothesize 
that this is the site where the topographic (retinotopic, 
somatotopic) specification of unspecified cortical neu
rons takes place before they proceed to and settle in the 
cortical plate. 

Materials 

We have recently embarked on a large-scale study of the de
velopment of the human central nervous system, using three 
collections at the National Museum of Health and Medicine, 
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C. These 
are the Carnegie Collection and the Minot Collection of early 
human embryos, and the Yakovlev Collection of fetal, peri
natal and early postnatal human brains. Using these ma
terials, we have recently published a detailed description 
and analysis of the development of the human spinal cord 
(Altman & Bayer, 2001), and the first volume of the Atlas of 
Human Central Nervous System Development that deals with 
the development of the spinal cord (Bayer & Altman, 2002). 
Four additional volumes of the Atlas (scheduled to be pub
lished by CRC Press in the coming years) will deal with 
prenatal human brain development. This preview, which is 
limited to a description of 10 specimens, is based on the 
analysis of cortical development in that much larger sam
ple that will be described in the forthcoming volumes of the 
Atlas. 

The specimens described and illustrated in this preview 
range in age from gestational week (GW) 6.5 in the middle first 
trimester to a premature newborn (GW37). Those from the 
Minot collection are prefixed by M, those from the Carnegie 
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Collection by C, and those from the Yakovlev Collection by 
y. The illustrated specimens, with their estimated gestational 
ages, are as follows: M2155 (GW6.5); M2042 (GW7.5); C9226 
(GW8.0); M2050 (GW8.5); YI-59 (GWI0); Y144-63 (GWI3.5); 
Y391-62 (GWI7); Y17-63 (GW20, coronal); Y27-60 (GW20, 
sagittal); and Y217-65 (GW37). The thickness of the sections 
varied in these specimens from 10 f.lm (Minot Collection) 
to 35 f.lm (Yakovlev Collection). The Minot specimens were 
stained with alum cochineal, the Carnegie and Yakovlev spec
imens with cresyI violet. 

• 

Observations 

THE STRATIFIED TRANSITIONAL FIELD 

OF THE DEVELOPING CEREBRAL CORTEX 

The intermediate zone of the developing human cere
bral cortex, as seen in traditional histological prepara

:' 

Lateral ventricle 

tions, has a far more complex organization than that 
seen in similar preparations of the rat cortex. It is di
visible into several predominantly perikaryal (cellular) 
and fibrous layers with distinctive stratification pat
terns that vary systematically in different regions of the 
cortex. Because of its clear laminar organization and its 
transitory nature, we call this large region of the devel
oping cortex the stratified transitional field (STF). 

Figure 1 shows the laminar configuration of the STF 
of the dorsal parietal cortex of a GW20 (mid-second 
term) fetus in coronal section. Much like the rest of the 
cortex at this stage of development, the parietal cor
tex contains two opaque regions with densely packed 
cells: the neuroepithelium lining the lateral ventricle 
with the adjacent subventricular zone (NEPjSVZ; the 
two cannot be distinguished at this magnification) and 
the cortical plate superficially. Sandwiched between the 

GW20
 
CORONAL 

.-.	 Subpial granular 
layer 

1 mm
 
Fig. 1. Coronal section of the parietal cortex from a GW20 fetus (YI7-63), shOWing the laminar configuration of the STF situated 
between the NEPjSVZ and the cortical plate. Numbers refer to the STF laminae in an outside-in order. 
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NEPjSVZ and the cortical plate is the wide STF. We dis
tinguish six principal layers here in the STF (some with 
sublayers) and name them according to their dominant 
cytological appearance, and number them according to 
their position from top to bottom, without any reference 
to their possible identity or sequence of development. 
(To avoid confusion with the layers of the cortical gray 
matter, which are traditionally indicated by Roman nu
merals/ we use Arabic numerals for the lamination of 
the STF.) These layers are: STF1, the upper fibrous layer; 
STF2, the upper perikaryal layer; STF3, the middle mul
tilaminar matrix; STF4, the middle fibrous layer; STF5, 
the lower multilaminar matrix; and STF6, the lower fi
brous layer. 

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE CORTICAL 

TRANSITIONAL FIELD AND THE TRILAMINAR 

HONEYCOMB MATRIX 

Figure 2 shows a parasagittal section of the brain from 
another GW20 fetus at a lower magnification. Cursory 
observation reveals that the STF has a different lamina
tion pattern in the frontal cortex, the paracentral cortex 
(the future precentral and postcentral gyri), the pari
etal cortex, and the occipital cortex; a little of the STF 
of some other cortical regions are also visible in this 
plane of sectioning. In an attempt to transfer the num
bering scheme from the parietal lobe (Fig. 1) to the rest 
of the cerebral cortex, we trace the different layers in 
this sagittal section from the frontal cortex anteriorly to 
the occipital cortex posteriorly. We do this, recognizing 
that the homology of layers in dissimilar structures is 
always problematic and it is even more hazardous in a 
changing developmental structure like the STF. 

STF1, the upper fibrous layer beneath the subplate, 
is continuous throughout the cortex. (The subplate it
self is poorly developed posteriorly.) STF2, the upper 
perikaryal layer, is prominent in the frontal cortex; how
ever/ this perikaryal layer (defined by its position be
neath STF1) is poorly represented or absent posteriorly. 
STF3, the middle multilaminar matrix, is absent in the 
frontal cortex, it is recognizable in the paracentral cor
tex (the future precentral and postcentral gyri) but its 
configuration changes in the parietal and occipital cor
tices. STF4, the middle fibrous layer, narrows from an
terior to posterior. STF5 is prominent in the frontal lobe, 
where it is composed of a single perikaryal layer; pro
ceeding posteriorly, STF5 is transformed into the lower 
multilaminar matrix. Finally, STF6, the lower fibrous 
layer abutting the NEPjSVZ/ is continuous through
out the cortex but narrows progressively from anterior 
to posterior. 

The most striking difference in cortical STF config
uration is that between the frontal and occipital lobes, 
and the two are compared at higher magnification in 
the same GW20 fetus (Fig. 3A and B). STF2 is promi
nent in the frontal cortex but is absent in the occipital 
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cortex, while STF3 is absent in the frontal cortex but is 
prominent in the occipital cortex (Fig. 3B). In the occipi
tal lobe STF3 is a trilaminar structure, composed of two 
perikaryal sublayers (STF3a and STF3c) and a fibrous 
sublayer (STF3b) sandwiched between them. This we 
call the trilaminar honeycomb matrix. STF4 is present 
at both sites but seems to contain more migratory cells 
posteriorly. STF5 is a thin perykaryal band in the frontal 
cortex but a multilaminar matrix in the occipital cor
tex. The fibrous STF6 has a comparable configuration 
at both sites. 

The trilaminar honeycomb matrix of the occipital 
lobe is shown at higher magnifications in Figure 4A 
and B. A striking feature of this complex is that its 
middle fibrous sublayer (STF3b) is made up of radi
ally oriented fiber columns that are separated from one 
another by scattered cell bodies; the latter are continu
ous with the upper and lower perikaryal bands. Such 
columns are also discernible in the paracentral cortex 
(Fig. 2) as well as the parietal cortex (Fig. 1) but with 
less prominent upper and lower perikaryal sublayers. 
Another feature of the occipital lobe is the apparent 
absence (or sparseness) of STF2, the upper perikaryal 
layer (Figs. 2 and 4). In fact, in the coronal section of the 
GW20 fetus (Fig. 5)/ STF2 appears to be just as promi
nent in the occipital lobe as it is in the parietal lobe 
(Fig. 1). We suggest that this layer is inconspicuous in 
the sagittal plane because it is composed of cells that 
are migrating laterally. Accordingly, we identify STF2 
as the lateral migratory stream (Bayer & Altman, 1991). 
STF5, the lower perikaryal layer, is far more variable in 
its organization than STF3 and does not have a trilam
inar configuration in this section. 

IDENTITY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIBROUS 

LAYERS OF THE STRATIFIED TRANSITIONAL FIELD 

We have distinguished three fibrous layers in GW20 
fetuses: STF1, STF4, and STF6. The ubiquitous STF1 be
neath the cortical plate is evidently the early component 
of the enduring white matter. However, STF1 at this age 
differs from the mature white matter in that cells are 
still migrating through it. STF4, as seen in a frontal sec
tion (Fig. 6A), is continuous with the internal capsule, 
and STF6 with the corpus callosum. Hence, corticofugal 
fibers must be a major constituent of STF4, and commis
sural fibers of STF6. However, more posteriorly in the 
paracentral lobule, where there are both corticofugal 
and thalamocortical fibers present (Fig. 6B), the demar
cation between STF4 and STF3, and their relationship 
with the afferents and efferents of the cortex, is unclear. 
We turn therefore to a horizontal section of a GW17 fetus 
in which the visual radiation from the lateral geniculate 
body is traceable to the occipital lobe (Fig. 7). This thala
mocortical pathway first proceeds anteriorly, than turns 
posteriorly (known as Meyer's loop), and then pene
trates STF4 and is distributed beneath the honeycomb 
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matrix. Hence, the fiber composition of STF4 must be 
different in the agranular frontal cortex and the granu
lar occipital cortex. 

There is some evidence for the sequential emergence 
of the fibrous layers of the cortical STF. This is illustrated 
in coronal sections, at anterior thalamic levels, from a 
GW10 embryo (Fig. 8A) and a GW13.5 fetus (Fig. 8B). 
At GW10, only one fibrous layer is evident between 
the cortical plate and the neuroepithelium; it is iden
tified as STF1 (Fig. 8A). Some thalamocortical fibers 
penetrate the perikaryal STF5 ventrally, heralding the 
emergence of STF4 (shown at higher magnification in 
Fig. 10). In this embryo, in which the corpus callosum 
has not yet started to develop, there is no indication of 
STF6, the callosal layer. However, both STF4 and STF6 
are prominent in the young fetus (Fig. 8B). Although 
callosal fibers are present in abundance, they have not 
yet begun to cross the midline. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERIKARYAL LAYERS OF THE 

STRATIFIED TRANSITIONAL FIELD AND THE 

HONEYCOMB MATRIX 

Experimental studies in animals have established that 
cortical neurons are generated and settle in an inside
out sequence in the gray matter (Angevine & Sidman, 
1961). The only exception to this generalization is that 
the Cajal-Retzius cells, the earliest generated cortical 
neurons, settle first beneath the pia in the primordial 
plexiform layer before the cortical plate forms (Marin
Padilla, 1971). That is, the bulk of neurons of layer VII 
(or subplate) are generated and settle before those of 
layer VI, the latter are followed by neurons of layer 
V, and so forth, with the last generated neurons set
tling in layer II. (Quantitative data of these neuroge
netic patterns in different cortical regions are provided 
in Bayer & Altman, 1991). This implies that the iden
tity of migrating and sojourning neurons in the dif
ferent STF layers changes as a function of develop
mental age. If neurons settling in the lower layers of 
the cortical gray matter are generated before those set
tling in the upper layers, it follows that the neurons 
in the different migratory and sojourn zones of the 
STF are arranged in an outside-in sequence, with the 
earlier generated (older) neurons marching ahead of 
the later generated (younger) neurons. The younger 
neurons then must percolate through the ranks of the 
earlier arrived older neurons to settle above them. How
ever, there are many uncertainties about the identity of 
neurons that form the different sojourn zones of the 
human cortical STF and those that migrate through 
its fibrous layers. First, the birth dates of neurons in 
the human cortex are unknown, hence their imputed 
laminar identity must be based on extrapolation from 
the rat data. Second, while we could clearly identify 
the shape and orientation of neuronal perikarya in our 
better preserved methacrylate-embedded rat brains, 

and thus distinguish migrating and sojourning cells, 
this is not possible in the available human material. 
Third, the perikaryal layers as well as the fibrous lay
ers change their appearance as a function of develop
mental age; for instance, when a large contingent of 
cells migrates through a fibrous layer, the latter may 
assume the character of a perikaryal layer (or sojourn 
zone). 

The cortical STF is absent in human embryos up 
to about GW8.0 (Fig. 9). In the GW6.5 embryo, there 
are a few cells scattered above the massive neuroep
ithelium in layer I, or the preplate (Fig. 9A). The pre
plate may contain migrating and differentiating Cajal
Retzius cells. In the GW7.5 embryo, there is a hint of 
Cajal-Retzius cells settling in a row beneath the pia but 
there is yet neither a cortical plate nor an STF present 
(Fig. 9B). In the GW8.0 embryo, Cajal-Retzius cells are 
lined up in a monolayer in the preplate, in association 
with the formation of a thin but crisp cortical plate 
(Fig. 9C). We do not know whether this early corti
cal plate is composed of layer VII, or subplate neurons 
(which are considered part of the primordial plexiform 
layer) or of the first contingent of layer VI neurons of 
the cortical plate proper. There is a hint of two layers 
forming between the cortical plate and the neuroep
ithelium, with the superficial layer having a lower con
centration of perikarya, the deep layer a higher con
centration. This is the incipient STF. The STF with two 
layers, a perikaryal layer abutting the neuroepithelium, 
designated as STF5, and a fibrous layer underneath the 
cortical plate, designated as STF1, is better delineated 
in the GW8.5 embryo (Fig. 9D). STF5, we presume, is 
composed mostly of layer VI neurons and, possibly, of 
the first contingent of layer V neurons. There is no evi
dence at this developmental stage of STF2, STF3, STF4 
and STF6. The depth of the cortical plate has increased, 
the subplate has formed, and STF5 and STF1 are well 
segregated by GW10 (Fig. 10). The penetration of tha
lamocortical fibers into STF5 ventromedially, and their 
initial course parallel to the cortical surface herald the 
formation of STF4. As we have seen earlier, STF4 and 
STF6 are evident by GW13.5 (Fig. 8B). 

Regional differences in STF lamination begin to 
emerge at about GW10 (not illustrated) and are well 
expressed by the beginning of the second trimester, as 
seen in two coronal sections from the GW13.5 specimen 
(Fig. 11). In the agranular frontal lobe, there are three fi
brous layers by this age, STF1, STF4 and STF6 (Fig. 11A). 
STF1 differs at GW13.5 from that seen at GW20 (Figs. 2 
and 3A) in being much thinner and containing a higher 
concentration of cell bodies. The latter may be migrat
ing infragranular (layer V) neurons at GW13.5 that set
tle in the expanding cortical plate by GW20. STF4 is 
comparable at the two ages and so is STF6. STF6 is 
continuous with the first fibers that cross in the thin 
corpus callosum. As to the perikaryal layers, STF2 is 
thinner at GW13.5 than at GW20 and STF5 is much 
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OCCIPITAL LOBE
 

O.5mm 

Fig. 4. The trilaminar honeycomb matrix (STF3) of the occipital cortex in the GW20 fetus (Y27-60) at two magnifications (A and 
B). STF3 is composed of two perikaryal sublayers (STF3a, STF3c) and a sublayer of radially oriented fiber columns (STF3b). 
Scattered cells abut the fiber columns in STF3b. The trilaminar organization of STFS is not evident at this level. 

thicker. It is likely that not only the concentration of complement of sojourning cortical neurons, those of 
cells but their identity differs at the two ages. The thin layer n. 
STF2 at GW13.5 may indicate that the lateral migra In the granular parietal and occipital lobes (Fig. llB), 
tory stream is only beginning to form, and the mas STF3, the trilaminar honeycomb matrix is well formed 
sive STF5 may be composed of sojourning layer III by GW13.5. The upper and lower perikaryal bands 
cells that sprout the callosal fibers of the expanding (STF3a, STF3c) are prominent and so is the columnar 
STF6. The thin STF5 by GW20 may contain the last fiber band (STF3b) between them. However, as in the 
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GW20
 
CORONAL 

OCCIPITAL 
LOBE 

Fig. 5. Unlike in the sagittal plane (Fig. 3B), STF2 is prominent in the occipital cortex in the coronal plane in this GW20 fetus 
(Y17-63). STF2 may contain a large complement of tangentially migrating cells (the lateral migratory stream). Note the regional 
variability in STF5 configuration. 

case of the frontal cortex, there are some differences in 
the details of STF lamination at this age and at GW20 
both in the parietal (Fig. 1) and the occipital (Fig. 5) 
lobes. Whereas the pale STFl contains but few cell bod
ies at GW20, it is full of them at GW13.5. We cannot re
solve the issue whether these are migrating layer V neu
rons (which are sparse in these granular areas) or the 
first contingent of layer IV granular neurons. STF2, as
sociated with the lateral migratory stream, is not clearly 
present at GW13.5, and is well developed by GW20. 
Finally, STF4, as judged by its opacity, contains a far 
higher concentration of cells and fewer fibers at GW13.5 
than it does by GW20. This is presumably so because the 
ratio between migrating cells and accumulating affer
ent and efferent fibers changes with advancing cortical 
development. 

Discussion 

The laminar configuration of the cortical STF during 
fetal development, as previously demonstrated exper
imentally in rats with 3H-thymidine autoradiography 
(Altman & Bayer, 1990; Bayer & Altman, 1991), is ev
ident in the fetal human cortex in conventional histo
logical preparations. The perikaryal (gray) and fibrous 
(white) layers of the STF are so clearly delineated in 
Nissl-stained sections of the human cortex that we can 
follow their successive emergence during. fetal devel
opment. Moreover, we can relate the fibrous STF layers 
to the major fiber tracts of the cortex: its incoming tha
lamocortical afferents, outgoing corticofugal efferents, 
and the commissural fibers of the corpus callosum. Fi
nally, this crisp laminar segregation has enabled us to 
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Fig. 6. Two coronal sections of the brain of the CW20 fetus (Y17-63) at lower magnification. (A) In the frontal lobe, the continuity 
of STF6 and the corpus callosum is evident (upper arrow), and STF4 appears to be contiguous with the corticofugal fibers of 
the internal capsule (lower arrow). (B) More posteriorly, thalamocortical fascicles appear to penetrate STF4 (middle arrow). The 
distribution of thalamocortical and corticofugal fibers within STF4 is unclear at this leveL 
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Fig. 7. Horizontal section of the brain of a GW17 fetus (Y91-62). The continuity (lower arrow) of the visual radiation originating 
in the lateral geniculate body with STF4 of the occipital lobe is evident. The relationship between STF6 and the rostrum of the 
corpus callosum (upper arrow), and between STF4 and the internal capsule (middle arrow) is also indicated. 

characterize the differences in STF lamination in the de tricular zone), the migrating neurons proceed directly 
veloping agranular frontal lobe and the granular pari to the cortical plate along a scaffolding of radial glia 
etal and occipital lobes. fibers (Rakic, 1972). That hypothesis implies either that 

This demonstration of the complex laminar organi the regional differences in structure and function ex
zation of the STF is at variance with the hypothesis pressed in the maturing cortex are preformed in the 
that, after their exit from the neuroepithelium (ven- neuroepithelium or else that their specification takes 
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the sequential development of STF lamination in coronal sections of (A) a GWIO embryo (Yl-59) and 
(B) a GW13.5 fetus (Y144-63). The STF contains only two layers at GWIO, identified as STFI and STF5. Thalamocortical fibers 
(upward arrow) are penetrating STF5 by GWI0, where they produce a horizontal striation (see Fig. 10 for higher magnification). 
By GW13.5, two additional layers, STF4 and STF6, are prominent. Fibers of the internal capsule appear to be continuous with 
STFI in the embryo and with STF4 in the young fetus. 

place after the unspecified neurons have settled in the tangential migration to the cortical plate, which mayor 
cortical plate. The complex organization of the STF sug may not be aided by glial fibers. 
gests that the intermediate zone is more than a mi What morphogenetic processes transpire in the STF 
gratory zone. We propose, instead, that it is a staging of the human cerebral cortex? How are the distinctive 
arena where uncommitted or partially committed corti features of the different cortical regions specified in the 
cal neurons are specified in terms of their cellular iden STF? The answers to these questions must be tenta
tity and where their fiber connections are formed. It is tive because of the limited amount information avail
only after their prolonged sojourn in the different STF able in our material. First, unlike in the developing rat 
layers that the specified neurons resume their radial or cortex, where we could correlate the appearance and 

Fig. 9. The settling of Cajal-Retzius cells, the formation of the cortical plate and the development of STF between GW6.5 and 
GW8.5. (A) The earliest neurons, presumably Cajal-Retzius cells, leave the neuroepithelium in the GW6.5 embryo (M2155). 
(B) Cajal-Retzius cells settle in the GW7.5 embryo (M2042). (C) The cortical plate forms in the GW8.0 embryo (C9226), with a 
hint of the incipient formation of STFI and STF5 (in brackets). (D) The segregation of the lower perikaryal layer (STF5) and the 
upper fibrous layer (STFl) is evident in the GW8.5 embryo (M2050). 
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Fig. 10. The thickening of the cortical plate, formation of the subplate and of STFI and STF5 in a GWIO embryo (Yl-59), Where 
thalamocortical fibers enter the cortex (upper arrow) there is a hint of the formation STF4. Corticofugal fibers appear to emerge 
at this stage of development from STFI (lower arrow). 
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Fig. 11. Regional differences in STF lamination at two coronal levels in a GW13.5 fetus (Y144-63). (A) All STF layers are present 
in the frontal lobe. The continuity between STF4 and the corticofugal fibers of the internal capsule (lower arrow), and between 
STF6 and the crossing fibers of the corpus callosum (upper arrow), is indicated. ("8) STF3, the trilaminar honeycomb matrix, is 
prominent in the parietal and occipital lobes. 
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dissolution of different STF layers with quantitative 
data about the birth dates of different classes of cortical 
neurons (based on long-survival 3H-autoradiography 
in adults; Bayer & Altman, 1991), the time of origin of 
the different classes of cortical neurons in humans is 
currently unknown. Hence, all we can do is to extrapo
late from the combined experimentally established se
quence of cortical neurogenesis and transitional field 
stratification in rats (Altman & Bayer, 1990, 1991; Bayer 
& Altman, 1991) to humans. Second, in the histologi
cal preparations we use here, in contrast to the supe
rior methacrylate-embedded rat brains, the shape and 
orientation of cells, and the fibers and fascicles associ
ated with them, are difficult to discern. Of course, com
plementary material prepared with fiber stains would 
be very helpful. Third, in the absence of parallel elec
tron microscopic and immunocytochemical prepara
tions, we cannot even guess at the nature of cellular 
interactions that take place in the STF. For instance, are 
there tight junctions or temporary synapses formed in 
the sojourn zones between interacting neurons and tha
lamocortical fibers, or is the interaction of a molecular 
nature? Notwithstanding these limitations, the avail
able material does provide several clues that deserve 
serious consideration. 

The first of these clues is the Sb"iking difference in STF 
lamination in the fetal frontal lobe, which will acquire 
an agranular cortical cytoarchitecture, and the parietal 
and occipital lobes, which will acquire a granular cy
toarchitecture (Fig. 2). At GW20, the STF of the frontal 
cortex has only two distinct perikaryal layers: the up
per STF2 and the lower STFS. Conceivably, the broad 
STF2 is composed mostly of sojourning neurons of ear
lier generated agranular neurons (efferent neurons of 
layers VI, V) while the narrow STFS is composed of 
a small complement of later generated neurons (layer 
III, II). STF3, the honeycomb matrix, which is postu
lated to be composed primarily of granular neurons 
that synapse with sensory fibers, is absent in this agran
ular region. The fibrous STF4 of the frontal lobe could 
contain mainly corticofugal axons, while the fibrous 
STF6 is evidently composed of callosal fibers. The most 
conspicuous component of the occipital STF is the tril
aminar honeycomb matrix, with an upper and lower 
perikaryal zone (STF3a, STF3c), and a prominent mid
dle zone (STF3b) composed of columns of radially ori
ented fibers. Since the striate cortex of the occipital lobe 
is the target of thalamocortical fibers from the lateral 
geniculate body, it is reasonable to assume that STF3b 
contains the segregated fascicles of the visual radiation 
and the cells associated with these fiber columns are 
prospective layer IV neurons. Similar fiber columns, 
but without a distinct trilaminar organization, are evi
dent in the granular paracentral lobule and the parietal 
lobe. These columns could be the segregated fascicles 
of the somatosensory radiation from the relay nuclei of 
the ventral thalamic complex. At all of these posterior 
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sites, not only STF3 but also STFS has a laminar orga
nization but the columnar arrangement is less clear in 
this thin and variable layer. 

Before presenting our hypothesis of the significance 
of this difference in STF organization in the frontal 
lobe and the posterior areas of the cortex, we should 
mention an alternative classification and numbering 
of the STF layers. In that scheme, STF2 in the frontal 
lobe and STF3 in the posterior lobes would be homol
ogous structures but with a different cytological orga
nization. STF2jSTF3, classified as an upper perikaryal 
layers would contain layer V and IV neurons at both 
sites but in drastically different proportions and with 
drastically different fiber connections. In the agranular 
frontal cortex STF2jSTF3 would be composed mostly 
of future pyramidal cells whereas in the granular poste
rior areas mostly of future granule cells (STF3a, STF3c) 
with an interposed fibrous layer (STF3b). This view is 
supported by the fact that the lower perikaryal layer 
(STFS) likewise differs at the two sites, lacking a fibrous 
band in the anterior cortex but having a trilaminar orga
nization in the posterior cortex. However, irrespective 
of these two classifications, the fact remains that the 
STF of the frontal lobe lacks a honeycomb matrix and 
the hallmark of the posterior cortex is the presence of 
that matrix. 

Our hypothesis is that the honeycomb matrix is the 
site where the topographic (retinotopic, somatotopic, 
cochleotopic) specification or mapping of the cortical 
sensory areas takes place through interaction with the 
topographically arranged incoming thalamocortical af
ferents (Fig. 12). We postulate that there are three stages 
in this process of topographic specification of the sen
sory areas of the cerebral cortex: (i) migration and set
tling of early neurons (those of the primordial plexi
form layer) without topographic specification; (ii) the 
specification at STF3 of layer IV (and possibly other) 
neurons; and (iii) the orderly migration of the speci
fied neurons to the cortical plate and the formation of 
topographically organized sensory columns there. Be
cause the course of the visual radiation is the easiest to 
follow in our material, we focus here on the trilaminar 
honeycomb matrix of the occipital lobe. 

(i) Neuronal migration before specification. We start out 
with two established facts. First, the cortical plate is 
present by GW8.0 (Fig. 9C), i.e., before thalamocorti
cal fibers have begun to penetrate the cortex, and be

rfore the honeycomb matrix has formed (which occurs 
some time between GW10 and GW13.S; Fig. l1B). The 
early cortical plate is likely to be composed mostly of 
layer VII, or subplate, cells that are often considered 
constituents of the primordial plexiform layer (Marin
Padilla, 1971). If the honeycomb matrix is the mecha
nism that specifies the topographic identity of cortical 
neurons, the neurons generated and settling between 
GW8.0 and GW10 must be unspecified or"nonspecific" 
cells (shown as blue CP cells in Fig. 12A). By GW10, the 
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Fig. 12. Two hypothetical stages in cell migration from the neuroepithelium and the subventricular zone (NEP/SVZ) to the 
cortical plate (CP) in cortical areas with topographically specified thalamocortical projections (grid at lower right). (A) Before 
the honeycomb matrix forms and the horizontally-oriented thalamocortical fibers (green) and sojourning neurons in STF5 (blue) 

f	 start to interact, the neurons migrating to and settling in layers I and VII (the preplate and the subplate) remain topographically 
unspecified (blue). (B) Afterwards, as cohorts of neurons team up with select thalamocortical fascicles (cells turning red), the 
migrating neurons and the growing fibers turn vertically and form discrete columns in STF3b of the trilaminar honeycomb 
matrix. It is hypothesized that, henceforth, the neurons associated with a particular fiber column are topographically tagged 
and retain that specification as they migrate toward and settle in the cortical plate (upper labeled grid). The earlier settled 
neurons of cortical layers I and VII remain topographically unspecified (blue). 

perikaryal STF5 abutting the neuroepithelium assumes is the basis of the cell orientation in STF5 in Figure 12A. 
a striated appearance due to the penetration of thalamo The next event is that the transversely oriented thala
cortical fibers, which expand from ventral to dorsal and mocortical fibers change their trajectory and begin to 
are distributed parallel to the cortical surface (Fig. 10). grow radially towards the cortical surface. This heralds 
Coronal sections in our rat material indicate that the the formation of the STF4 (the middle fibrous layer) and 
cells in this layer tend to be transversely oriented; this STF3 (the honeycomb matrix). 

http:��............�
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SUPERIOR PARIETAL LOBULE GW37 
CORONAL 

Fig. 13. The alternation of vertical fiber columns and perikaryal columns in the gray matter of the superior parietal lobule in a 
coronal section of the cerebral cortex in a premature newborn (GW37, Y217-65). 

(ii) Specification of migrating neurons. The h"ilaminar 
honeycomb matrix of the occipital lobe is fully devel
oped by GW13.5, the beginning of the second trimester 
(Fig. HB). The honeycomb matrix persists through 
the second trimester (GW26) and begins to dissolve 
at the start of the third trimester (work in progress). 
Figure 12B shows schematically the events that, accord
ing to our hypothesis, transpire in the trilaminar hon
eycomb matrix of the occipital lobe during the second 
trimester. It is known that the visual projection is topo

graphically organized along its entire course from the 
retinal surface to the occipital cortex (Polyak, 1957); a 
small portion of this retinotopic map is schematically 
represented by the grid in Figure 12B (lower right). Ac
cording to our hypothesis, the early visual radiation 
fibers that are oriented in STF5 parallel to the cortical 
surface at an earlier age (Fig. 12A) have not yet be
gun to interact with sojourning neurons there, either 
because the fibers have not yet reached a critical mass 
or because the transmitters and receptors required for 
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that interaction are yet to develop. Once that interaction 
commences, the thalamocortical fibers turn upward, se
lect fibers establish a relationship with cohorts of neu
rons that migrate through STF4 to STF3c, and they form 
segregated vertical fiber columns in STF3b. The neu
rons that team up with particular fiber column assume 
the topographic identity of that column; this is indi
cated in Figure 12B by the blue cells turning red. We 
do not know the nature of this hypothetical interaction. 
We obtained some evidence in another brain system 
that the Purkinje cells that migrate from the cerebellar 
neuroepithelium to the cerebellar cortex may acquire 
their lobular identity by moving through the fibrous 
field of the inferior cerebellar peduncle and"drag" the 
fibers to the cerebellar lobule where they settle (Altman 
& Bayer, 1997, pp. 250-251). Without electron micro
scopic evidence of the laminar distribution of synapse 
formation in the STF, which is an early event in the de
veloping human cerebrum (Molliver et al., 1973), and 
without evidence about the laminar distribution of neu
rotransmitters and their receptors in the STF, the nature 
of this hypothetical interaction between thalamocorti
cal fibers and cortical neurons must remain enigmatic. 
As for the identity of the specified neurons, the fact that 
the honeycomb matrix persists a long period in the oc
cipitallobe suggests that the bulk of its late-generated 
neurons may undergo this topographic specification. 

(iii) Settling of neurons in the cortical plate. Compati
ble with this hypothesis of the columnar segregation 
of afferents and cortical neurons in the trilaminar hon
eycomb matrix, is the apparent segregation of vertical 
fiber and perikaryal columns in the maturing gray mat
ter of the occipital and parietal lobes, as illustrated in 
a premature (GW37) newborn (Fig. 12). The aligned 
cell columns seen at this age may be identical with the 
functional columns that were originally described by 
Mountcastle (1957) in the somatosensory cortex of cats 
and subsequently by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) in the vi
sual cortex of monkeys. These vertical columns share 
common receptive fields, and (in the visual cortex) sev
eral other perceptual features (Hubel & Wiesel, 1977). 
However, this link between the columns of the honey
comb matrix and the columns of the cortical gray matter 
is complicated by the fact that columnar organization 
is less evident in the densely packed cortical plate of 
younger fetuses (not illustrated). Another problem is 
that columnar segregation is also evident in the gray

• matter in some areas of the frontal cortex where there is 
no honeycomb matrix present earlier during develop
ment and where the gray matter columns must serve 
some other function than the topographic representa
tion of the external senses. As a final reservation, it is 
unwarranted to assume that the STF in general, and 
the honeycomb matrix in particular, are responsible for 
more than the establishment of the coarse wiring cir
cuitry of the developing cortical gray matter. The es
tablishment of the fine circuitry of the cortex consti

tutes another chapter in the developmental history of 
the cerebral hemispheres. 
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